:t.' INTRODUCTION
An oscillating electric field has certain observable effects on the spectrum of radiation emitted by excited atoms. These effects can in principle be used to measure the frequency I. strength, and direction . of the electric field. If the radiating atoms are located in a plasma, these effects provide the important possibility of studying the electric fields in the plasma by spectroscopic techniques. Two advantages of spectroscopic methods are obviOUS: first" the plasma is not perturbed by the measurement, and second" the frequency response is sutficient to observe even the most rapid plasma phenomena. The disadvantages are first, that it is difficult to localize the measurement unless the plasma is cylindrically symmetric" so that one may use Abel inversion"l and second, fairly strong fields may be required to produce . measurable effects .
The theory of the linear Stark effect in a rapidly varying electric field has been discussed b.y SChr8dinger,2 and by Blochinze~ for .
the ~rticular case of a sinusoidally varying electric field. The ,effect on a spectral line which exhibits a linear Stark effect is a modification of the line profile which, if competing line-broadening mechanisms are not too large, may be used to measure the strength and, in .some cases, the frequency of the perturbing electric field.
This technique has been used to measure the strength of an externally 4 . applied microwave field in a plasma and to measure the strength of stochastic fields in a beam-plasma interaction experiment. 5 Both experiments were in hydrogen, and in neither case was information about thefrequ.ency spectrum of the fields derived from the measurements.
In nonhydrogen1c atoms, a sinusoidally varying electric field can induce normally forbidden two-quantum transitions involving emission or absorption of one quantum from the field plus emission of an optical photon. This effect was proposed by Baranger and Mozer as a means of 6 observing longitudinal plasma oscillations, and has also been treated by Reinheimer as an absorption process. 7 We have used these transitions to measure both the frequency and thestrengtb of a microwave field externally applied to a helium plasma. In addition, we measured the strength of the microwave electric field in the plaSma b,y observing the shift of a spectral line resulting from an allowed transition--analogous to the line-profile measurements in hydrogen described in Ref. 4 and 5.
II. THEORY We shall discuss briefly the perturbation treatment which leads to the theoretical expression for the intensity of the two-quantum transitions. Suppose that we have an excited nonhydrogenic atom in some initial state i, and that the atom is situated in an oscillating ·electric field with amplitude E and angular frequency ru. What is the probability per unit time that at some later time the atom has made a transitipn to a specific final state k? The follOWing two-quantum process can occur: the atom either absorbs one quantum of energy tiro from the field or emits one quantum to the field. The atom exists transiently in' a virtual state separated in energy by .± fJro from the initial state, and then makes a transition to the final state k by . . ' ' . · , ' ". '; ,"
"w3-, UCRL-18440 ' , " emitting an' optical photon with frequency a)1k :± (1). Bere (1)1k is the angular frequency of transitions between states i and k. Figure 1 shows the energy levels i and k, a representativeinter.mediate state J, the virtual state s( shown by dashed line s), and the transitions between them,
A.Probability of Two-Quantum Transitions
The probability per unit time that such a transition will occur can be calculated by second-order time-dependent perturbation theory.
The final result of such a calculation averaged over all possible field directions is given in Ref. 6 , and a sketch of the derivation is given in Ref. 7 . The selection rules are such that the transition from i to k by emission of a single photon is forbidden in the electricdipole approximation; the effect of these two;..quantum transitions on , ,the optical spectrum is the appearance of "satellites" separated in frequency by .iW from (}.)ik' the frequency of the forbidden direct transition from i to k. The satellites are indicated in Fig. 2 , which shows schematically the intensity of the emitted radiation in the vicinity of (}.)ik'
In our experiment the oscillating electric field which induces the two-quantum transitions is not random in direction, but is directed' perpendicular to the direction of observation of the satellites. As stated in Ref. 6 , the satellites in this case will be emitted anisotropically and will also be polarized, We must therefore'look at the expression for the transition probabilities before averaging over all field directions, so that we can calculate the anisotropy and polariza-.. 4-UCRL-l8440 '
.. , tion Of the satellites •. The perturbation treatment outlined in Ref.
6 and 7 leads to the following expreesion for the differential trans ition probability:
where dA i k is the differential probability per second for a two-quantum 
and ~ j k is a matrix element between states j and k, defined b.Y
,where! is the position vector of the electron, and ~ is a unit vector in the direction of polarization (assumed to be linear) of the emitted photon. . The plus sign is to be used in Eq.
(1) if a quantum of energy from the field is absorbed; the minus sign if a quantum of energy is emitted to the field. The sum is over all intermediate states. We assume the electric field to be only in the z direction; then ,"
."
Information about the polarization and angular 4ependence of emission k 2 .
is contained in h j I . Suppose the photon is emitted at an angle e with respect to the electric field. Then one can Show 8 ,9 that for polarization parallel to the field, and for polarization perpendicular to the field;
The matrix elements Xj , Y j , and z j are the matrix elements of the corresponding coordinates; expressions for them are given (in the Coulomb approximation) in Ref. 10 . Now we replace the i, j, k designation in the matrix elements with sets of quantum numbers: i ~ (n, £, m); j~ (nil, £11, mil)" and k ~ (n', £', m'). We find the following set of selection rules after we evaluate the terms in the sum: To get an expression for the differential transition probability
. regardless of the polarization, we first sum Eq. (1) over both polarizations. Equation (1) is now a sum over m and m', but since the usual definition of the transition probability is the probability per m state, we must also divide the expression by the statistical weight of the ,!th level, namely gi' After carrying out these indicated operations and changing the labeling of the states, we have an expression for the differential probability of transitions from the state (n, ~) We assume that none of the frequencies depend on m, m', or m";
. that is, we neglect Stark shifts. For example, illik denotes the frequency of the transition between state (n, t) and state n'; ~').
The indicated sums can be worked out, using expressions given in 
and
Here R~~.t' is an integral over the radial eigenfunctions, defined b,yll'
Equations (8) For e = v/2, which was the case in our experiment, the iptensity of a satellite exceeds the average intensity by 5% . The max~um po1ariz~tion occurs for B = ~/2, the conditions of our experiment, and in this case the polarization is 1/7. 
,where Ni is the density. of atoms in the state>j.,N j 1s the density of k .
atoms in the state j, and dA j is the differential probability per second 0-; a spontaneous transition from state j to state k into ,SOlid angle du, summed over both polarizations.
The expression fordA j is
• . ' ... 10 ...
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As before, we work out the appropriate sums over m and m', and divide, by the statistical weight of the ,.J,th state, gj" to obtain ,for
and for £ + 1 -to £ + 2 2 3 1 0 2 1 e ill k' 1 ,n 2 .
Note that'these differential transition probabilities are inde~ndent of 9; the radiation pattern of the allowed line remains isotropic in the presence of the electric field.,
Assume the excited states to be in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, so that Ni and N j are related b,y a Boltzmann factor:
"where Ei is the energy of state i and E J is the energy of state J, both measured from the ground state. We can now calculate,. S (~)" ± which w~ express in the form 2 2 1 e a O s,±(e) = -2
. Of.. ££1 sin e + 4' (1 + cos e)
(23)
Here we have, for l~ l -2,
,and for l ~ l + 2, 
If the electric field is random in direction, we must average our Eq. (23) over all 'directions, just as we did in the case of the dif-, ferential transition probability, to obtain the average intensity 
which is the same as Eq. (1) .± one.
A major difficulty inattempt"1ng to measure the intensity ratio S arises from the fact that both the satellites and the allowed line· exhibit broadening, which may be real ,or instrumental. The satellites ' . " , .
::'., ' .
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are superimposed in the wing of the allowed line, which tends to obscure them and make their detection more difficult.
The potential of the se 'two-quantum transitions in plasma spectroscoP,y is now obvious from Eq. (26) 
A. Apparatus
An experiment designed to study the production of these satellites should satist.y the following conditions: (l) the apparatus should produce a stable, steady-state helium plasma; (2) it should be possible ,to produce within this plasma an electric field that can be modulated and which has a known direction, intensity, and frequency; (3) the intensity of the field should be suffiCiently large that the satellites can be detected in the presence of the superimposed wing of the allowed linej (4) the frequency of the field should be high enough that the wavelength sep:l.ration of the satellites is larger than the resolution of the spectrometer to be used; and (5) the electric field should
have a negligible effect on the plasma properties (electron density, temperature, and density of excited states. Figure 3 shows a achematic diagram of an experiment that satisfied these requirements.
A helium plasma was produced by a dC discharge between tungsten electrodes in a small quartz discharge tube • The outer diameter of the discharge tube was 1 mm, the inner diameter about 1/3 mm, and the length of the capillary section 1. • ., .J',
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l>1Asma. 'The mode :f,.dent1t1cat1on·was ver1fied by calculat1ng the reso-,nant frequency I which was w1tb,1n l~ ot the observed valueland by locat1ng the TMOll mode at 35.83 GHz l also w+th1n about l~ ot the calculated frequency ..
We were able to monitor the frequency of the microwaves, the power put out by the klystz:on l and the voltage stand1ng-wave ratio (VSWR) near·the cavity, which was coupled to the end of the waveguide by an iris. ~asurement of the attenuation in the waveguide allowed ' .
us to calculate the value ot e~ch quantity at the cavity; measurement of these quantities as the frequency of the klystron was changed • " -17-
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The amount pf' theSh1ftis, proportional to the square of the applied field, provided the field is not too large. If the monochromator is set on the red wing of this line, when the field is applied the photomultiplier signal will increase; for settings on the blue wing of the line the signal will decrease. For alternating electric fields with frequencies high enough that tm is' much larger than the Stark shift and much smaller than the energy sep:l.ration from the next level (these conditions are satisfied in our case), the Stark shift may be calculated using the theor,y for static fields and the rms value of the ~. 
Ei is the intensity of the !th component, normalized according to UCRL-l8440 ,',.
fields ~n tbe plasma, as' this measurement is based on a spectroscopic measurement of the wavelength separation of the satellites.) The peak intensity of the satellites was remarkably const~nt in time, but the peak intensity of the allowed line drifted upward by about 40% during the course of a day's run, which typically lasted 6 or7 hours. The
. parameters of the discharge tube remained constant to a few percent during this time, and subsequent experiments showed that the gain of the detecting system also remained constant. We used the mean value, with an uncertainty of 2ey{r." in calculating the intensity ratios, and· have no explanation for the drift.
The analysis of the data contained in Fig. 4 and in the de measurements of the allowed line intensity may be summarized as follows:'
(1) The measured separation of the satellites is 0.417 ~.
(2) The ratio of the intensity of the blue satellite to the 6 -4 intensity of the allowed line, S+,is .7 x 10 .
(3)
The ratio of the intensity of the red satellite to ~he intensity of the allowed line, S , is 2.7 x 10-3 • , -
The rms shift of the allowed line due to the microwave
field is 0.0013 ~ to the red. The computer analysis of the data yielded directly the amount of signal in Fig. 4 which was proportional to the first derivative of the instrument function. We could therefore obtain an independent measure of the rms electric field in the plasma. from Eq •. (27), "'hlch relates this signal to the stark shift. As already mentioned, in this case only the first term in this equation is 'significant (this can be justi- mW (a small correction was made for the reflected power). This is sufficient to calculate the total stored energy frdm the definition of Q. It remains to relate this quantity to the electric field in the plasma. This was done by solving numerically the boundary-value problem of plasma, quartz tube, and cavity for the TM OlO mode, neglecting the apertures at the ends of the cavity through which the discharge. tube p3.ssed.
\
We feel that the effect of these apertures is not too important, as the calculated resonant frequency was within 1% of the observed value. The final result of these measurements and calculations was 193 ± 17 V / em for the nns electric field in the plasma. All four measurements of the electric field are summarized in Table I .
The weighted mean value of the nns electric field from the spectroscopic measurements is about 25% higher than the value derived from microwave measurements. In view of the estimated errors, which range I from 9 to 15% and include only estimated random errors, it is difficult to say whether this discrep3.ncy is real. There may be asystematic error in the electric-field-strength measurements from the ratio of the satellite intensities to the intensity of the allowed line. These . '.
. ~ . . ' ~. from the equilibrium ratio, as this drift was far too large to be explained by variation in the gas temPerature alone.
C. Polarization Measurements
The discharge tube was damaged before we were able to make polarizationmeasurements of the satellites of the 5~0 "'2lpO forbidden line. However, the theory predicts identical polarizations for all two ... quantum transitions satisfying .e .... .e .± 2. We had measured the . ;.
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